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good morning... good night, iran

0the word “paradise” and its origins inevitably 

con-jure up the world of iran and its cultural 

tradi-tions. the term derives from a “farsi” word 

meaning“garden”, an ideal and protected space 

rich in dif-ferent animal and plant species, 

embellished withthe purpose of living in bliss 

and peace.

if we think, however, of iran as seen through the

eyes of today’s western media, the reality would

appear very different. portrayed as if composed of

one large islamic block, any trace of that concept

of “paradise” is hard to find.

for those who are lucky enough to travel there

though, iran is a country with many faces. the ci-

ties of persepolis, shiraz and esfahan, with their

evocative names, offer evidence of its great cul-

tural tradition.

not to mention tehran, a metropolis whose real

number of inhabitants is unknown, but which has

everything you would expect from an internatio-

nal city.

more like a continent than a nation, iran offers

a wide range of cultures, lifestyles and reli-

gions – its considerable christian community, for

instance, is diverse and largely speaking wholly

distinct from the sunni tradition and the 



century, and the relationships

that spring from such a vital and variegated min-

gling of traditions, is crucial to current and fu-

ture exchange in the art world. as regards cul-

ture in iran, the role of women is necessarily key,

due to their position in society and to attributes

such as the veil (hijab) by which they are symbo-

lised, though not as rigidly as in the rest of the

islamic world.

when planning an exhibition of contemporary art

representing iranian culture, the complesso mu-

seale palazzo ducale of mantua decided to focus

on the theme of women, and to invite a female ira-

nian curator to oversee the event. choosing among

female figures of note, the task was to restore

the sense of women’s presence and their role in

the history of the country.

the foundations were laid by selecting five major

contemporary artists of international standing,

including different generations and artistic lan-

guages. their work denotes precise and targeted

techniques and visual codes used to highlight 

situations, traditions and differences between 

private  life  and  public  life,  a  topic  that  in 

recent decades  has  come  under  increasing  

islamic world. iranian arabs, what is more, are 

proud tobe “arabs of iran”. 

a dialogue that involves the position and the

image of this magnificent country in the cultural

world of the 21st



and its magnificent cultural traditions. we also

hope it will encourage the public to learn more

about iran, thereby bringing us a step closer to a

cultural world that is so beguiling, and so close

to europe.

scrutiny,  aswell as providing a source of 

“misunderstanding”between the west and iranian

culture.

today, in iran, women work mostly in universities,

have leadership roles in politics, important posi-

tions in the economic world and even more so in

the art world. in the last few decades, female

artists have been leading the artistic debate in the

country, making their own important contribution

to the values and contents of contemporary art on

an international level.

i would like to thank the curators tarlan rafiee

and yashar samimi mofakham, artists parvaneh ete-

madi, nargess hashemi, farah ossouli, rozita sha-

rafjahan and golnaz taheri for their fruitful col-

laboration with the complesso museale palazzo

ducale of mantua. this marks the first time in italy

that a contemporary art exhibition addresses the-

se topics, thus providing an excellent starting point

for reflection.

finally, we are confident the exhibition will con-

vey the fascinating aspects of this great country



tarlan rafiee

0it has not been long since the civic rights of men,

women, those with different sexual orientations,

as well as religious and ethnic minorities, began

to be established. and yet, in this short time span,

not all societies have accepted these rights with

the same speed and to the same extent. while there

is yet to be a clear definition of equal rights

and freedom for every member of society around

the world, and while these rights continue to be

defined by the advantages of a small minority, then

how can men and women have a clear understanding

of their rights and freedoms and how can they

know how to fight for them?

from a modern perspective, it is the fate of women

almost everywhere in the world to suffer from

violence, and oppression, to a certain extent.

this is certainly true of women in eastern societies,

even more so in iran.

but reviewing issues related to women in their

specific contexts or in a particular time and place

can lead to an understanding of the nuances

of the complex social, cultural and political history

of women in any country or region of the world.

i am not a sociologist, politician, or historiographer.

i am merely an artist, archivist, and curator, who has

spent years dealing with the issues of art, women,

culture and society. without creating an imaginary

line between men and women, i have attempted

to bring together certain items like scattered pieces

of a puzzle, in order to make certain relationships

clear to my viewers and myself.

being a woman ¦ essere donna



i have sometimes done this through my own work and,

at other times, through the work of others,

in exhibitions that i have curated.

the goal of the current exhibition is to find a few

more pieces of this puzzle, and it may light the way

for a viewer interested in learning about the role

of women in iran, not with a lantern, but with

a candle – or so i hope.

a night with a man of her choosing in order to get

pregnant by him, even though the man is a traveller

who may never again set eyes on his child;2

0prior to the modernisation of iran based on western

principles, the role of women in iran was complicated

and multifaceted, linked to the ins and outs of iranian

society. perhaps, if it had been allowed to develop

freely and naturally, passing from the traditional

period to the modern era without external

influences, iran could have been a role mode of a

feminist movement created specifically for a society,

as opposed to an imported movement that developed

through a process of trial and error, constantly

in need of being shaped and entirely incongruous

with the local culture.

the important historic examples of womanhood

in iranian culture are ones of celebrating holy

goddesses, from assigning a female gender to

the sun, which is the source of life and warmth

and a god of the zoroastrians, to honouring various

female rulers and leaders, and numerous figures

in official and popular writings and histories.

in classical iranian literature, there are characters

like “gordafarid”, a brave and enlightened warrior

princess;1 “tahmineh” who decides to spend



there have also been important women in iran over

the centuries, like rabe’e, one of the most important

early sufi elders;4 banu khorramdin;5 táhirih

and parvin e’tesami, both of whom were pioneering,

liberal poets; as well as commander maryam bakhtiari,

who conquered tehran during the constitutional

revolution.6 other examples of female action in iran

are the widespread donation of jewellery in support

of the constitutionalists, and women’s support for

the establishment of the first national bank. women

sometimes acted on their own, and were sometimes

inspired to action by intellectuals or religious

leaders, but nonetheless their actions demonstrated

their power in society. even though there were

various pressures and attempts to suppress and

separate them from the main body of society, the

intrinsic power of women was never entirely ignored.

and “roudabeh”, who hangs her braid out of a tower

to allow her chosen lover access to her bed.3

without a role having been prepared for them

in modernised iran, so they were placed in a state

of limbo. during this time, the disregard of women’s

rights led to the foundation of many organisations,

most of which were secret or semi-secret

gatherings.7

0during the constitutional revolution, which was

based on european ideals of freedom and led to the

creation of the first parliament in iran and the

middle east, it was unfortunate that no rights were

recognised for women, despite the significant role

they played in the success of this revolution. with

the rapid westernisation of iran’s traditional society,

women were encouraged to leave their houses



even though women had been admitted to schools

and universities years earlier, they were not given

the right to vote until the pahlavi era, almost

forty years after the establishment of a new order

whose most important slogan had been the removal

of reactionary traditions and the modernisation

of iran.9

in almost all of these, the main issuefor women – as 

it was for men – was social freedomfor all. and 

despite the power they gained duringthe early 

years of the constitutional era, themajority of 

women never tried to win particularrights for 

themselves (although there were a fewexceptions), 

always choosing to place nationalinterests ahead 

of personal interests. 

perhapsthese women could not conceive of a 

position forthemselves outside of the home and 

independent of their gender. or perhaps it was 

because men, whountil that time had complete 

power outside of thehouse, could not imagine 

sharing it with women.

in any case, after the establishment of parliament,

women were pushed aside and even denied the right

to vote. but perhaps the main constriction on women

and women’s rights activists from that time until

today, is that, in order to justify their role in iran’s

patriarchal society, women had to arm themselves

with male symbols, from their clothing to their way

of speech and action. in other words, they had

to place themselves in competition with men, using

devices that were unfamiliar to them and entirely

ineffective in iran’s traditional society.8



0women played a significant role in the islamic

revolution of 1979 and the ensuing war; however,

the government attempted to limit their position

in society by various means, the clearest example

of which was the obligatory hijab.

the hijab may appear to be purely prescribed

by religion, but it is in fact a symbol for reminding

both men and women that a government can make

their most personal decisions for them. in iran,

this prescription certainly had a religious quality,

but in actuality it was not so different from

the attempts of other ideological countries,

in particular those of the eastern bloc, to control

and give direction to their citizens.

it could perhaps be said that, despite these

limitations and conditions that implied a preference

for keeping the fairer sex inside the home, women

made their presence in society even bolder than

it had been before the islamic revolution. in recent

decades, the high ratio of female university students

to male students has become unmatched in the entire

region. and the number of women in higher

management, lower positions, social and political

activists, legal scholars, medical doctors,

intellectuals, film directors and other artists

in iran is incomparable with the rest of the middle

east. in my opinion, this all shows that women realise

that they need to establish their position in society

based on an accurate definition, and not merely as an

interpretation of the issue of women’s rights.

0a hundred years has passed since the 

establishmentof the first technical school of art in

 iran, based onwestern principles of education, 

which was followeda few years later by the first 

art department.10



during this century, many women (perhaps even more

than the number of men) graduated from these

schools. unlike in contemporary times, women often

had a male view toward art during the modern era,

which was not a genderless approach, but a means

of establishing their position in the history of

iranian art. a review of works created and presented

during the modern era shows that most artists at

this time tried to avoid making references to women’s

issues, or even the artist’s gender (it is often

difficult to determine if the creator of these works

is man or a woman; the viewer can hardly find

any traces of the female artist’s life in her work).

even though the official art of the time, which was

supported by the government, prohibited social

and political topics, one can nonetheless find

references to these topics in deeper layers of

the works, whether done by male or female artists.

but femininity itself is an entirely different matter,

as it is almost completely unreferenced in any

of the work from this era.

began garnering more notice. but with the increase

of political opposition to the shah’s regime, this art

movement, as well as those that concerned other

minorities, was soon forgotten. issues of gender

had no role in the political and social demands of

campaigns against the shah, particularly those led

by leftists supported by the soviet government.

works of art produced during this time functioned

as political propaganda and, as the revolution gained

momentum, along with the support of the general

public and the intelligentsia, any work of art that

did not serve the goals of the revolution or display

opposition to the official art of the monarchy,

was considered unnecessary and capitalistic.



as distractions for the purpose of destabilising

the country. during these years, art was considered

a bourgeois, unnecessary commodity, and it was only

accepted as a form of propaganda known as “art for

the revolution and the holy defence”. without

galleries or other places to exhibit their art, and

tired of political and ideological arguments, artists

began to produce new works in the privacy of their

studios. these works were not agreeable to the

government, and therefore were not considered

an official movement, and even shied away from

the political.

the long war between iran and iraq and the issues

of death and survival had raised new questions

in the minds of these artists: questions about

the relationship between the artist or human being

and his context, existence, life, death, and freedom.

and now that these artists (whether male or female)

had no place in the current establishment, they

afterwards, as the intelligentsia and other

revolutionaries were busy trying to establish the

foundations of the revolution, and later the islamic

republic (which was soon taken over by the religious

right and the islamists), any demands about gender,

ethnicity, religious minorities, and freedom were

deemed entirely unimportant. 

with the onset of the eight-year war between iran

and iraq in the 1980s, the issue of national defence

and the independence of iran took precedence over

any other social or political topic, labelling these

began to explore questions about their gender and

womanhood in general. perhaps it was during these

years that, against all the odds, a feminist movement

reached its maturity – a movement where women

remained women while fighting for their rights.



0women have always existed throughout history and

will remain to do so. in addition to all their abilities

that are equivalent to those of men, women have the

unique capability of bearing and nurturing children.

this is something that men will never be able

to experience. it has been a great mistake of women

activists, intellectuals, politicians, and others, to

disregard these abilities while discussing the rights

and roles of women, sometimes attempting to depict

women as more masculine than men; however, any

study of women should consider these abilities,

in addition to other intrinsic characteristics.

the artists being presented in this exhibition all have

one thing in common – they are all women to the

extreme. they have each been influential on their own

generation, affecting both men and women and

leaving an impact on the art of iran and the middle

east. they are independent artists who challenge

the most important issues of their time, regardless

of ideology, and yet do not try to behave as men in

the process. they do not challenge men, but rather

society, its politics, and culture as a whole. some have

social and political points of view, and others tend

to the most minute issues that surround them.

these artists have been selected from four different

generations, and what unites them is the quality of

being (and remaining) women throughout their lives.

“good morning... good night!” is an attempt at putting

together pieces of a puzzle about women and their

role in the modern and contemporary art of iran.

the goal is not to assert their position, which goes

without saying, but to display their unique

perspective on their surroundings. they sometimes

deal with the violence occurring around the world

(and not just against women), and sometimes the

solitude of human beings (whether men or women)

in today’s world. at other times, they depict a life



that can belong to each and every one of us,

or express their most intimate personal desires.

“good morning... good night!” is a narrative of our

lives, and any event that can happen to us, to our

acquaintances, and in our context, throughout the

course of a day. this exhibition is about the quotidian

life of every one of us: creative women, intellectuals,

employees, workers, or housewives; we who begin

every morning and end every night with social,

political, and cultural concerns as women

and members of society.

“good morning... good night!” is about our daily life

tied to our historic responsibility as women, mothers,

wives, friends, colleagues and co-workers, and

as companions to our children. it is also the promise

of a better day, not only for women, but for all

of humanity.



1 gordafarid is a female hero and protector of iran’s borders

in the “shahnameh” of ferdowsi.

2 in ferdowsi’s “shahnameh”, tahmineh is the daughter of the

king of samangan, wife of the hero rostam, and mother of sohrab.

one night when rostam was a guest in her father’s house

she visits his bed and chooses him as her lover.

3 roudabeh is also a character from ferdowsi’s “shahnameh”.

she is the princess of kabul who falls in love with zal (the ruler

of zabol), and becomes the mother of rostam.

4 rabe’e balkhi was a persian poet in the first half of the

10th century a.d. she was one of the first persian poets after

the arab invasion of iran, as well as an important sufi elder.

5 with her husband babak khorramdin, she was a leader

of the iranian liberation army against the abbasid caliphate

in the 9th century a.d.

6 bibi maryam bakhtiari, known as commander maryam, was

a leader of the bakhtiari tribes in the 19th century. she was

a constitutionalist and an activist for women’s rights who rose

against mohammad ali shah who had dismantled the parliament

and established full sovereignty. she conquered tehran with

other constitutionalists and succeeded in dethroning the king.

7 such as the women’s organization in tabriz, the women’s

freedom association, the invisible women’s association, women’s

organization in isfahan, anjoman-e mokhadarat-e vatan, anjoman-e

khavatin-e iran, khavatin-e iran charity organization, khavatin

company in isfahan, and the nationalist women’s association.

8 as mary beard writes: “you cannot easily fit women into

a structure that is already coded as male; you have to change

the structure”.

9 two kings ruled iran during the pahlavi dynasty (from 1925-79),

which was established after the removal of the qajar dynasty,

with the aim of modernising iran. it positioned itself in opposition

to the qajar’s disregard of parliament and the constitution,

as well as their traditionalism and opposition to modernism.   

10 “sanaye mostazrafeh” art school was established

in negarestan palace in 1916 by kamal ol-molk (1848-1940).

prior to this, painting and decorative arts were taught using

traditional methods in studios of master artists; the school

of fine arts at tehran university was established in 1940.



The Curator

¦ tarlan rafiee ¦ is an artist, curator, and archivist.

she was born in tehran in 1980, where she still lives.

as an artist, rafiee has participated in more than forty

group and solo exhibitions in iran, the united states,

the united kingdom, france, italy, denmark, austria and

the united arab emirates. her work is included in public

and private collections, such as isfahan museum

of contemporary art, the zoroastrian’s collection in paris,

as well as the british museum.

in 2008, she established the project “bread & salt” in tehran,

along with her husband and collaborator yashar samimi

mofakham. “bread & salt” has a collection of iranian and

international modern and contemporary art, and also

a rich historical archive of modern and contemporary iran.

it works with curatorial projects intended to present

lesser seen, or previously unseen, aspects of modern

and contemporary iranian art and culture. “bread & salt”

therefore organises art, archival, and curatorial exhibits,

and collaborates with other organisations, such as

institutions, museums, and freelance curators, to present

and support art events around the world, participating

in lectures, contributing works, and lending its collection

and archives.

as a freelance curator, as well as the director and

curator of “bread & salt”, rafiee has organised various

exhibitions in iran, the united kingdom, austria, armenia,

and united arab emirates, and has collaborated with various

museums and galleries, including tehran museum

of contemporary art, isfahan museum of contemporary art

and the british museum.
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parvaneh etemadi

¦ parvaneh etemadi ¦ was born in tehran in 1947 and continues

to live there. she is an artist who reached the peak of her

fame before the islamic revolution, but is still well-known

among iranian artists. her most important series, known

as “cement works”, are nudes and still lifes (especially

houseplants) painted or sketched over a layer of cement

on wood panels. these are not only etemadi’s best-known

works, but are considered among the most important works

of iranian art from the 1960s and 1970s. etemadi continues

to work in her studio in tehran with great energy. she tends

to her plants, has conversations and discussions with her

friends and reminisces about the past, while also portraying

the future. her works (from the cement works and other

series) are included in renowned museums and collections

around the world, such as tehran museum of contemporary

art and the maxxi museum in rome.

in almost every one of her pieces, the artist displays a part of

her life, to the extent that anyone who has followed her

work over the past half-century would know virtually every

single plant she has owned over the years, the names of her

cats, the owners of the outfits she has made into collages,

even the crockery she has included in her still lifes. at the

time they were created, etemadi’s works were some of the

most feminine pieces of art created by an artist in iran. when

she made the first series that brought her fame, many female

painters and sculptors faced such competition that they tried

to emulate male artists (it is often impossible to determine

the gender of the artist from the artwork if one does not

know the name of the artist or their oeuvre). however, in the

case of etemadi, her precise and thorough outlook, on

everything that defined her as a woman from early childhood

to maturity, can be seen in every one of her pieces. she never

compares herself or her work to the world of men. the artist

knows herself well, and examines her world so deeply that

she forces the viewer to see it in its own terms, without

the baggage of preconceived notions.

after the islamic revolution, at a time when conditions were



not favourable to artists and intellectuals, etemadi spent

a long period travelling and doing research. she spent several

years in east and south asia, particularly india, and also lived

in europe for some time. during this time, she primarily focused

on drawing in pencil, coloured pencil and pastel. she also made

collages, which are considered among her most important

post-revolution works. in these pieces, she used photographs

from her home and private life (her bedroom, houseplants, and

cats), her travels, and her memories of pre-revolution iran

(such as the lavish dresses of googosh, the iranian star of the

1950s-1970s). these images represent what etemadi considers

to be a golden age. the principal main work that etemadi is

presenting in this exhibition is a photographic collage, made

during her stay in lampedusa, italy, in 2002. this piece is one

of four rare works depicting the general atmosphere of cities

in which she has lived. in these (unlike other works where she

focuses on details and makes direct references to her immediate

surroundings), she depicts the place as if looking at it from

the perspective of gods. here, the artist’s only reference to

her personal life is her dishevelled bed, where her body has

left an imprint on the pillow and sheets, as if she has just got

out of bed. but what is missing is etemadi herself, her bed is

empty but still warm – as if being watched upon by an ancient

god. etemadi remembers lampedusa as an island continuously

whipped by violent winds. maybe she looked at these winds

and remembered an era when war, repression, sanctions, and

subjugation paralysed her and other artists. regardless of

this, every work she created in these years was a masterpiece

reflecting a liberal artist who did not need a certain context

to be creative. her other pieces in this exhibition are prints of

drawings she has made over the years, at times carved onto

cement, or drawn in coloured pencil: sketches she has made in

every corner of her house and studio. “collection of plants”,

the other series of works presented here, created in 2017,

is etemadi’s most recent work, printed in tehran after a long

period of anticipation by her fans. these sketches formed the

basis of some of her most important still lifes and plant works.



parvaneh etemadi

lampedusa

¦ 2002  collage fotografico su cartoncino 55,5x86 cm ¦



parvaneh etemadi

untitled from plants ¦ senza titolo, dalla serie piante

¦ 2017  serigrafia su carta  5 elementi 70x50 cm ciascuno

tiratura 25 esemplari ¦







nargess hashemi

¦ nargess hashemi ¦ was born in 1979 in tehran and she lives

there now. hashemi majored in painting at university,

beginning at the same time as the presidential elections

of 1997. hashemi initially explored her historic and social

identity as an iranian artist by examining iranian miniatures

and the art of the qajar era, but later challenged her

personal identity as a member of society. the relationship

between the artist and her context within her family,

her family within society, and the inner relations of the

family itself, became the inspiration for her most important

artistic period. before this, the concepts of daily life, such

as family, events parties, funerals, images of dishes and pots

and pans, were considered personal topics unrelated

to artistic and intellectual discussions. but now hashemi

began to describe the most personal events of her life

to the viewer. whereas feminist topics had once been

considered complex social and philosophical issues, now

hashemi and her peers presented everything they

experienced as contemporary women, as plainly as possible

and without any censorship. she says about her work:

“there are many issues that cannot be discussed outside

of the framework of the home. sometimes people you think

you know quite well, turn into entirely different people

inside their homes. i want to present the interior space

of the house and the family by becoming closer to the

essence of home”.

by entering the deeper layers of her work, the viewer

can understand they are immensely feminine and defend

womanhood. for hashemi, individual identity and the

individual freedom of women are of utmost importance.

hashemi has exhibited her work in museums around

the world, such as tehran museum of contemporary art,

guggenheim museum abu dhabi, and the municipality of paris.

during the elections of 1997, which marked the beginning

of a new era in post-revolutionary iran, a group that

believed it was time to make the political atmosphere more

open, and to provide conditional freedom to media,



newspapers, and universities, gaining control of the

government and parliament. women’s groups and female

activists became outspoken and gained access to the media

for presenting their demands. society as a whole was more

stable during these years and more open in the domain

of the arts. new galleries were established and tehran

museum of contemporary art, which had previously only

held exhibitions of revolutionary artists, invited several

international artists and organised exhibits of conceptual

art, opening a new way for young up-and-coming artists.

young artists more interested in contemporary movements

were now defining non-governmental art that, up to this

time, had been under the influence of pre-revolution modern

art. these young artists used other media, in addition

to more common media, to voice issues and concepts that

mattered to them. while previous generations of artists

tended to use subjects like war, politics, utopian society,

and social inequality, the artists of the 1990s were

concerned with topics such as personal and civic liberties,

family, relations with the outside world, and the

identification of existing issues. and for women, regardless

of whether they were artists or not, the rights of women

and their place in society lost its radical quality and began

to be looked at through an analytical lens. in these works,

which are considered among her most successful, hashemi

tends to such topics while challenging previous methods

and techniques of creation. unlike the past generation of

women who attempted to distance themselves from feminine

arts like needlework, knitting, sewing, and weaving and tried

to ignore subjects like weddings, beauty salons, laundry,

child rearing, and cooking, hashemi and other artists of her

generation tackled these topics head-on. she depicts the

space of home warmly. for her home and family are a strong

support system that can protect her against anything that

may happen outside the house. she does not escape her

womanhood, and does not turn it into a complicated historic

or philosophical issue.

she respects womanhood, just as she respects feminine

arts such as needlework and knitting. the works displayed in

this exhibition include a needlework, two silkscreen prints,

and a photo-diary series. the needlework is embroidered

directly on a shower curtain and depicts a woman washing



clothes in the bathroom: the subject matter and technique

of this work refer to things typically done by housewives,

while the “canvas” is something used every day in the home.

in “zarrin”, one of the silkscreens painted by hand, hashemi

depicts her mother, who is the foundation and centre

of her family. this is a family where women play a central

role, as they traditionally do in raising the children and

keeping track of household expenses. the other silkscreen

is called “nazri”, after a traditional iranian offering of food

to neighbours and those in need, which the members of a

family prepare together in order to fulfill a vow. this works

depicts a scene after a such a vow has been fulfilled.

men, women and children all participate in the collection

of ingredients, preparation of food, its distribution, and

afterwards in the washing and cleaning. nonetheless,

it is often the women who spearhead the effort, and are

aware of the circumstances of their neighbours

and disadvantaged acquaintances. lastly, the artist

documents her entire life in the photo-diary series. for

years, she has been methodically photographing everything

she intends to record. many of these images are used in her

other works, and the rest record her life for herself and

to display to others. before now, these series of images have

only been displayed in limited numbers and this is the first

time they are being exhibited to such an extent, alongside

her other works.



nargess hashemi

untitled ¦ senza titolo

¦ 2014  ricamo su tenda da doccia 184x176 cm ¦



nargess hashemi

nazri

¦ 2016  serigrafia colorata a mano su carta 50x70 cm

tiratura 24 esemplari ¦

nargess hashemi

zarrin

¦ 2016  serigrafia colorata a mano su carta 50x70 cm

tiratura 12 esemplari ¦



nargess hashemi

images from artist’s photo diary ¦ immagini dal diario

fotografico dell’artista

¦ 2018  installazione site specific fotocopie ¦



farah ossouli

¦ farah ossouli ¦ was born in zanjan in 1953 and lives in tehran.

she became famous for her miniature paintings, but it wosuld

not be easy to label ossouli a pure miniaturist given her

interpretation of iranian miniatures (from the perspective

of a female iranian intellectual), her innovations (such

as the use of handwritten text in lieu of calligraphy),

the inclusion of modern elements (like rockets, rifles,

and airplanes instead of other common ornaments), as well

as her focus on more contemporary issues and concepts.

ossouli was an active intellectual before the revolution

and remains one today. she has never limited herself to any

particular ideology, and has maintained independent ideas

about art, society, politics, and culture. 

ossouli’s work has been exhibited in various exhibitions

around the world, and is included in various collections,

such as the los angeles museum of contemporary art

(lacma), the metropolitan museum in new york, the devi

art foundation in new delhi, museum ludwig in cologne,

tropenmuseum in amsterdam, and tehran museum

of contemporary art. 

iranian miniatures have always been a double-edged sword

for modern and contemporary artists. on the one hand, 

they show the artist’s skill; on the other hand, this can

divert the artist away from creativity and imagination.

the struggle between tradition and modernity in iran

has led to a rift between artists and miniaturists:

the former consider miniature painters to be skilled

but repetitive technicians who are not concerned with

definitions of art: traditionalists, at best, and, at worst,

painters for tourists. meanwhile, miniaturists consider

themselves the true inheritors of an artistic tradition

that has been handed down through the generations,

and accuse artists of defiling its purity in exchange

for fame and fortune.

in iran, therefore, miniaturists are not considered artists,

nor are artists miniaturists, so artists who work

in miniatures end up belonging to neither group.



and so ossouli, as one of the most technically adept artists

in miniature painting, has been bombarded by both artists

and miniaturists over the years, but her perseverance,

mastery of miniature elements, layering of ideas and concepts

in her work, as well as her artistic life, has placed her

among the most important and influential iranian artists

of the modern and contemporary period. her works, which

use a pure beauty from an imagined world to portray the

bitterest truths of our time, enchant the viewer with their

beauty and subdue him with their violence – something that

we seldom experience as viewers in the age of information,

so bombarded with violent images that we have become numb

and indifferent to tragedies.

the main subjects of ossouli’s works are women who

are victims of violence, war and, in particular, religious

fanaticism: injured, mutilated women, headless babes,

and decapitated lovers. but what grasps the attention

is the direct gaze of the women, without the slightest

hesitation or doubt, ceaseless defending what they have

fought for over centuries. this can be seen in the series

“wounded virtue and listen, do you hear the blowing of

the darkness”, which marked a new phase in ossouli’s work.

by appropriating masterpieces from art history, in particular

classic european art, through direct references, similar

compositions, or selection of subject matter, she refers

the viewer at first glance to works about which he has

preconceived notions. 

in the work shown in this exhibition, titled “leonardo,

forough, and i”, the artist takes one of the most important

works of art history as the basis of her creation, which

can also be considered her artistic statement. undoubtedly

every viewer (even one who is not a lover of art) is familiar

with the mona lisa or la giaconda: a mysterious woman in

a mysterious painting, which everyone has tried to unravel

over the centuries. ossouli places everything in front

of our eyes: a woman bound by tradition, breastfeeding

a headless baby, surrounded by tools of violence, who cries

tears of blood (which expresses the depth of her suffering,

according to the farsi saying,) but her face shows no sign

of pain. despite all she has experienced, and will experience

again, it is as if she is determined to create a better world. 



the work depicts a most tragic event in a most tragic

manner, and the viewer cannot merely pass it by. in every

colour of every layer, each of which can be considered

an independent work of art, the artist presents the viewer

with the layers of her mind. there are tools of violence,

creation, birth, growth, beauty, and death, reflecting the

artist’s complicated interpretation of what threatens

not just her, nor women in general, but all of humanity. 

in the final layer, the artist includes verses from forough

farrokhzad’s poem “terrestrial verses”. these are sections

of a poem by a woman who is considered a leader of feminine

iranian literature that express the extent of society’s

violence, in the:

Pregnant women

gave birth to headless infants

they had cradles for shame

buried themselves in graves.

...

no one cared for love

no one cared for triumPhs

and no one

ever cared for caring any more.

...

the sun was dead

and nobody knew

that the sad little dove

flown off from the hearts is called-faith.

while ossouli uses words like “love”, “triumph”, and “faith”,

to illuminate her work, the most relevant part of the poem

is about passive viewers of executions, violence, and

humiliation:



and in Public hangings, often

as the hangmen’s roPe

Pushed out of its sockets

the bulging eyes of the condemned man

they sank inside themselves

and their tired old nerves felt alive

at some lusty sensation.

and yet you could always see

these little murderers

at the edge of the Public square.

standing

and staring

at the continual downPour of water sPray

from the fountain.

did those who grew accustomed to the sight of executions,

understand hope, and beauty? perhaps they could and

perhaps this is why ossouli presents us with uncensored

violence and intricate beauty, because we, the viewers,

have become passive observers of every crime committed

on this earth.



farah ossouli

leonardo, forough and i ¦ leonardo, forough e io

¦ 2017  serigrafia su carta  9 elementi 70x50 cm ciascuno

tiratura 10 esemplari ¦











rozita sharafjahan

¦ rozita sharafjahan ¦ was born in tehran in 1962 and has

lived there since. she was around sixteen years old at the

time of the islamic revolution and by the time she graduated

from high school with a diploma in fine arts three years later

(in 1981), the iran-iraq war was in its first year.

she studied painting during the cultural revolution and

graduated in the midst of a decade marked by little, if any,

independent cultural and artistic activity in iran. when

sharafjahan was accepted to the university of art to study

painting, its only goal was to train revolutionary and islamic

artists. by the time she received her bachelor’s degree, three

years had passed since the greatest political repression

in contemporary iran – the mass executions of 1988.

the cultural revolution had begun with the closure

of universities and centres of higher education, with the

purpose of dismissing professors and students who were

labelled “westernised” and “extravagant”. eventually,

hundreds of individuals identified as leftist, liberal, political,

and the opposition – in other words anyone who challenged

the government of the time – were rejected from these

institutions. due to this pressure, all sorts of gatherings

(even non-political ones) were discontinued.

in a very short time, intellectual and artistic clubs, and

small gatherings where artists exchanged their experiences

with students and discussed and critiqued their works, came

to an end. the artistic atmosphere that had developed in iran

over decades, and anything that was in anyway related to

non-revolutionary art, was shut down: galleries that were

renowned on the international stage; the recently

established tehran museum of contemporary art, with its

collection of modern art unmatched in asia; various public

and private collections; and artistic publications. the goal

of training revolutionary students and absorbing them into

organisations such as the islamic development organisation

did not work out as planned. even though many graduates

entered this system either because of their personal beliefs

or the advantages they could gain there, a greater number



of students entered the university with other intentions and

graduated with their points-of-view intact. in those years,

there were no independent opportunities for exhibiting

artists’ works. every exhibition had to occur in a governmental

setting, with complete supervision over its content and

format. a few years later, several private galleries were

established in tehran. but even though the owners of these

galleries had no ties with the government, they were

reluctant to display experimental and avant-garde works

of art. with the end of the war (in 1988) and the establishment

of a technocratic government, which preferred an open

economy to the ideological atmosphere of the previous years,

the borders became more relaxed, a limited number of

selected international publications found their way into

the country, and there was a need to present an independent

art scene as a counterpoint to iran’s revolutionary art,

in order to gain more international acceptance. it was during

this time that a number of young artists decided to create

a contemporary movement that, on the one hand, stood in

opposition to revolutionary art propaganda and, on the other

hand, supplemented the existing conservative modern art

movement in iran. during this time, sharafjahan made her

studio available for gatherings and, in time, exhibitions.

she eventually decided to convert the space into an official

gallery accessible to other artists and established

“[tarahan] azad art gallery”, with her husband.

it was the first gallery after the revolution to display works

of experimental, video, sound, installation, and performance

art, as well as other media that attracted the attention of

artists. even today, with numerous galleries in tehran

presenting different exhibitions covering all sorts of media,

“azad art gallery” remains more than just a gallery.

it is a space that supports independent, experimental,

non-commercial projects. meanwhile, sharafjahan has never

ceased her activity as an artist over the years. her work,

comprising of paintings, video and installation art, has been

exhibited numerous times in various museums around the

world. she is an artist who has always been concerned

with women’s issues.

she says:

“ever since i was a child i refused to accept that i couldn’t

do everything that a boy could do. i wanted to be like men. this



and

it is me,

a lonely woman

at the doors of a cold season,

and the discovery of the soiled soul of the earth,

the sad desPair of the sky,

and the inability of my frozen hands.

is why i chose to make sculptures. i was interested in making

large sculptures and carving stone. in my paintings i attempted

to free myself from any definition of womanhood made by a

patriarchal society through the boldness and power of my

brushstrokes. this issue gradually resolved itself: i accepted

that i am a woman with the characteristics of a woman. these

characteristics are in fact advantages, not disadvantages”.

in her work, sharafjahan is influenced by forough farrokhzad,

the iranian poetess and film director who passed away when

sharafjahan was only four years old. farrokhzad was

considered one of iran’s most important female intellectuals,

and her liberal ideas and way of life left a deep impact on

iranian girls, such as sharafjahan. farrokhzad died at the

apex of her fame, but her influence and importance on those

younger than her have never waned. she said:

“my wish is freedom and equal rights for iranian woman ...

i am completely aware of the pain my sisters suffer from

the injustices of men, and have spent half of my art

to envision and alleviate their pain”.

sharafjahan seeks the same thing in her artworks, be they

paintings, installations, or videos. in her video installation

“red mirage”, she places one of farrokhzad’s best-known poems

in front of the viewer. the poem, called “let’s believe in the

beginning of the cold season”, is projected on torn-out pages

of a notebook:

the artist then adds her voice to the poet’s and recites

her poem for us: she envisions her poem and sings her song.

the text begins with “and”, as if we know where and when

the story unfolded. perhaps the viewer knows what the artist

is speaking of and is familiar with her and her loneliness.

by emphasising this, and her gender, she defines her border

with those who have not understood her.

despite forty years between them, farrokhzad and

sharafjahan see themselves in the season of winter;

for both, spring seems a long time away.



rozita sharafjahan

red mirage ¦ miraggio rosso

¦ 2008  installazione video site specific

durata del video 08.17 minuti ¦





golnaz taheri

¦ golnaz taheri ¦ was born in tehran in 1979 where she still

lives. taheri entered the university at a time when reformists

had control of the government; however, it was during

this time that the tragedy known as “kooy-e daneshgah”

(university alley) occurred. her series “reflections” was

produced three years after the tragedy at the university

and expresses the widespread pessimism of those years.

in this series the artist calls out to those who, under

threat of violence and repression, had once again returned

to their homes and their silence. she calls on those

who believed they were forgotten once again, asking them

to at least look out from their windows. 

in another series called “calendar” created in 2008,

taheri looks inwards instead of outwards. she focuses

her inquisitive gaze on her inner layers, as if turning the

pages of a calendar and coming face to face with a different

memory or aspect of her life on each page. in this series,

she places in front of the viewer objects that are

reminiscent of things, that trigger a memory, or that she

herself has experienced or seen or heard about. these are

things that the artist uses in order to present herself

to the viewer. in her previous work, taheri attempted

to show “us” to ourselves, but here she tries to present

“herself” to herself.

her work has been displayed in numerous group and solo

exhibitions in tehran, paris, vienna, brussels, montreal, as

well as museums and centres such as isfahan contemporary

museum of art, panthéon sorbonne, the european parliament,

and paris photo. her work may seem disparate at first, but it

possesses a coherent concept and a continuous view of the

photographer at herself as well as her context. 

it would have given taheri hope to have studied at a time

when the reformists had control of the government.

a segment of society that had found itself silenced

and detached from political and economic turmoil since

the beginning of the revolution, followed by the war,

and then during the time of technocratic governments



supported by the right wing, had finally found their voice

and began to actively express their demands.

this newly vocal segment of society, from the economic

and cultural middle class, was composed of academics,

artists, and independent intellectuals without ties

to the government, having essentially been independent

of previous governments.

it was the first time since the revolution that many of

these people participated in presidential and parliamentary

elections. they recognised an openness in politics

and culture that, prior to this, they had had no hope of ever

experiencing.

however, many unelected powerful organisations, primarily

with ties to the right wing, still controlled significant

segments of society. even though these traditionalists

had lost the election to the government chosen by society,

they continued to attempt to revert the situation to the way

it had been before the elections through various acts

of obstruction, including the now-infamous university alley. 

prior to the green movement of 2009, this gathering at the

university was the largest liberal movement in iran since

the beginning of the islamic revolution. but it was severely

squashed at every university and many students were

arrested.

the people who had experienced a glimpse of hope for

the fundamental reconstruction of the structures

of government, and who believed the reformist government

could be capable of bringing about such changes, were

now more inconsolable than ever. over a short period of

time, their optimism turned into a widespread pessimism,

which continues twenty years later, in the present day.

a number of works from taheri’s series “reflections”

were exhibited for the first time in 2002, and are included

in this exhibition in the form of an artist’s book.

the series is based on a poem by ahmad shamlou, iranian

political poet. the most important section the artist makes

reference to is:



and then i

set the unstrung harP

in a corner,

i Picked uP the lantern and went on the street

i searched among the PeoPle

enticing them with a word:

“hey!

look out through the windows!”

in this collection of analogue photographs, golnaz taheri

finds her subject matter in houses here and there,

sometimes staring out at the distance as if lost in thought.

the camera seeks them from outside, looks in through

their windows, calls them to the window to come and take

a look outside. she (the photographer) calls them to come

see her; however, in many of these images, taheri traps

herself within her camera. she therefore cries out

to herself just as she does to others.

the series “calendar” includes 10 pictures of a wooden box,

and in each one slight alterations to the box change its

content. the artist considers these boxes pages of a

calendar; pages that we sometimes cross with an “x” to mark

a birthday, wedding, or such event, sometimes indicating day

to day happenings or perhaps special events, but

nonetheless, dates that we pass by. the items and objects

in the boxes change from one image to the next, like the

different events occurring in different days: but no matter

how slight the change, they leave their unique effect on the

box, just like the effect of the quotidian on our lives.



golnaz taheri

reflections ¦ riflessioni

¦ 2002  libro d’artista 18x29 cm  tiratura 3 esemplari ¦



from the calendar series ¦ dalla serie calendario

¦ 2009  fotografia digitale 10 elementi  20,5x26,5 cm ciascuno

tiratura 5 esemplari ¦
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